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AUTHOR BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
(IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)

Brian Powell is James H. Rudy Professor, Co-Director of the Preparing Future Faculty
program, and Chair of the Department of Sociology at Indiana University–Bloomington.
He recently completed his term as vice president of the American Sociological
Association (ASA). He also has served as chair of the Social Psychology Section and the
Sociology of Education section of the ASA and as deputy editor for American
Sociological Review, Sociology of Education, and the Journal of Health and Social
Behavior. Professor Powell focuses his research on family sociology, sociology of
education, gender, and social psychology. He has been the recipient of multiple research
awards, including the North Central Sociological Association Scholarly Achievement
Award, the Midwest Sociological Society’s Distinguished Book Award, the ASA Family
Section’s Goode Book Award, the ASA Sex and Gender Section’s Distinguished Article
Award, the ASA Section on Emotion’s Recent Contribution Award, and the ASA Section
on Aging and Life Course’s Outstanding Publication Award. His book Counted Out:
Same-Sex Relations and Americans' Definitions of Family (Russell Sage Foundation,
2010, 2012), coauthored with IU PhDs Catherine Bolzendahl and Claudia Geist and with
Lala Carr Steelman from the University of South Carolina, moves beyond previous
efforts to understand how Americans view their own families by examining the way
Americans characterize the concept of family in general. In addition, he is exploring
Americans’ views regarding the role of parents, children, and the government in college
funding.
Dr. Kathy Bohley Martin is a professor of international business and marketing in the
University of Indianapolis School of Business. She has taught for almost two decades at
UIndy and has received numerous teaching, service, and scholarship awards, including
best paper at a conference on three separate occasions. Dr. Bohley Martin has been
awarded more than 20 grants, twice nominated for teacher of the year, and awarded
Outstanding Advisor of the Year for a student organization. Moreover, she has presented
more than 100 times at conferences and workshops and has published numerous articles
in international peer-reviewed journals.
Dr. Chris Harris is an associate professor of supply chain management in the University
of Indianapolis School of Business. His research and teaching interests focus on lean
supply chain production systems. Dr. Harris has taught seminars on lean principles and
assisted companies in implementing lean production systems throughout the world. He is
the author of numerous articles and several books on lean production, including
Capitalizing on Lean Production Systems to Win New Business, Lean Supplier
Development, Lean Connections: Making Information Flow Efficiently and Effectively,
and Developing a Lean Workforce, all published by Productivity Press, and Making
Materials Flow, published by the Lean Enterprise Institute, which won the Shingo
Research Prize for Excellence in Manufacturing Research in 2005. He holds an MBA and
a DBA with a major in management from Anderson University in Anderson, Indiana, as
well as a master’s of science degree in youth development leadership from Clemson
University.
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Dr. Tyler Counsil worked for several years in the private environmental laboratory
industry as a quality control and assurance manager before becoming the head of
Oakland City University’s Criminal Justice Department. His focus on forensic testing in
the environmental setting made for a natural transition to the educational realm, where he
has continued pursuing interests with respect to novel forensic tools in his research ever
since. Currently, Dr. Counsil has several publications in peer-reviewed journals that
highlight the use of RNA as a new molecular target to augment current DNA-focused
identification efforts with respect to individual identification, as well as to supplant
traditional reagent-based bodily fluid analysis techniques. The latest publication alluding
to this avenue of research can be found in the Spring 2014 edition of the Journal for the
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Donna McLean is an associate professor of communication arts at Indiana
University Kokomo. She teaches a wide variety of communication classes, including
Communication Theory, and Intercultural Communication. She also directs an
international studies minor, teaching the gateway class, an international issues course.
The minor, as well as overseas study classes, have led to her interest in international
indices of well-being. She is also interested in advocacy rhetoric and is currently
exploring the rhetorical strategies of the Canadian Indigenous Idle No More movement.
Dr. Joseph Ferrandino is Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice in the School of Public
and Environmental Affairs (SPEA) at Indiana University Northwest. He has published in
numerous academic journals, focusing specifically on the efficiency/productivity of
criminal justice systems and organizations as well as the intersection of new governance
and criminal justice. He also serves as a data analyst for 15 Indiana public safety agencies
and administers the Northwest Indiana Public Safety Data Consortium (NWIPSDC).
Author of numerous articles and books, Dr. Randy Mills is a professor of the social
sciences at Oakland City University in Oakland City, Indiana, and editor of the Journal
for the Liberal Arts and Sciences. His research interest includes the culture and history of
the southern tier of the Old Northwest Territory. Dr. Mills has been the recipient of
several writing grants, including two Clio Grants from the Indiana Historical Society. He
was a keynote speaker at the IASS annual conference and received the IASS George C.
Roberts Award in 2006. Dr. Mills’s book on Indiana’s first governor was a finalist for
Best Books in Indiana in the nonfiction category.
Scooter Pégram is Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Minority Studies at
Indiana University Northwest. Scooter has extensive experience researching subjects
relating to youth from immigrant and ethnocultural communities in the Francophone
world, which is his primary area of expertise. He has published numerous journal articles
and a book, all of which bear upon topics regarding identity, acceptance, racism,
integration, gender, and language. Currently, he is investigating the juxtaposition of
language and identity as featured in French-language hip-hop music. A sociolinguist by
training, he is from Québec, is well-traveled, and speaks several languages fluently.
Dr. Kathleen Tobin is Associate Professor of History in the Department of History and
Political Science at Purdue University Calumet. She currently teaches Latin American
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and United States history. Her recent research addresses population issues and birth
control history, and she published an article entitled “Population Density and Housing in
Port-au-Prince: Historical Construction of Vulnerability” in the Journal of Urban History
in November 2013.
Jim Thomas, CPA, EdD, is an assistant clinical professor of accounting at Indiana
University Northwest’s School of Business and Economics. He earned his MBA at
Northern Illinois University and his EdD at Indiana University. His research interests
include student ethical development, international financial reporting standards, federal
taxation, and community engagement.
Steve Dunphy is an associate professor of management at Indiana University
Northwest’s School of Business and Economics. He earned his MBA from the Wharton
School at the University of Pennsylvania and his PhD in management from the Kelley
School at Indiana University. His research interests are in entrepreneurship, strategy, and
small group development.
Jeffrey Allen is a graduate student at Indiana University Northwest pursuing a Master of
Public Affairs degree with a Health Services Administration concentration. He holds a
Bachelor of Liberal Studies (health sciences concentration) and Associate of Applied
Science (HRI) from Purdue University and aspires to complete a PhD in health
promotion. His first lengthy career was in restaurant management and sales for 20 years
before shifting his focus to the deleterious effects of obesity and physical inactivity. He
has been published in Portals, a Purdue University NC journal, twice and has directed his
educational pursuits to improve health promotion research in vulnerable populations.
Lori Record was sentenced to the Indiana Department of Correction in 2009 at the age
of 21.
Michelle Jones received her BA from Ball State University while at the Indiana
Women's Prison, where she has resided since 1997.

